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Overview

What is the study?

Small-world

Whether small-word or a similar 
phenomenon occurs in paper 
reference networks. 

Paper network

Main point: 
Analyze the characteristics of paper network
(especially the path in the paper references net)



Introduction

• What is small-word • Small-word theory

Small-world network is a type of 
mathematical graph in which 
most nodes can be reached from 
every other node by a smal l 
number of hops or steps. 

Small-world networks and 
management science research: a 
review (2007) 

history & theory

Two Important Properties of 
Small World Networks:

① Low average hop count (L)
② High clustering coefficient (CC)
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Microsoft Academic Graph(MAG) text networks

http://acemap.sjtu.edu.cn/acenap/index.php/datasets.html

use

749 nodes
749 edges
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Python3

Python package:
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Directed graph
Internet privacy paper network
(749 nodes and 749 directed edges)

result from my program:
1.  existing roads is 6108
2.  average length of the existing road is 5.925671
3.  expected length between two nodes is 3.330856
4.  average minimum hop(L) is  2.671415
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Directed graph
Internet privacy paper network
(749 nodes and 749 directed edges)

In the average condition, the hops between 
arbitrarily two nodes that have paths have a 
distribution:  visualization the distribution
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Directed graph
Internet privacy paper network
(749 nodes and 749 directed edges)

visualization the distribution of min length 

75.0%   in  3 hops 
98.7%   in  6 hops
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Undirected graph
Internet privacy paper network
(749 nodes and 749 directed edges)

In the average condition, the hops between 
arbitrarily two nodes that have paths have a 
distribution:(within 3 hops) 
visualization the distribution
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DFS algorithms
the algorithms used now to find all paths between 
two nodes is a modified depth-first search(DFS).

Algorithm complexity
Find a single path         O(V + E) 

but the number of single paths in a graph can be very 
large, e.g. O(n!) in the complete graph of order n. 

Total time the program used may up to O(V!∗ V2) 



Future work

· use more powerful computer and improve our 

algorithms

· calculate clustering coefficient （CC）

· unearth more interesting information from the 

network
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